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?????????????????(Integrative Approach to Stages of 
Socialization)????????????????????????????
???????(confronting and accepting organizational reality)???
??????????(achieving role clarity)?????????????
???(locating oneself in the organizational context)????????
??????? (detecting signposts of successful socialization)?
Hart(1991)???????????????????????????(1)?
? ? ? (encounter, anticipation, or confrontation) ? (2)? ? ? ?








??????(learning about the organization)????????????
??(3)??????????(learning to function in the work group)?
???????????????????(4)??????(learning how to 
perform the job)??????????????(5)?????(personal 
learning)???????????????????(self-identity)????











? ? ? ? ? ? (1) ? ? ? ? ? ? ?(collective versus individual 
socialization processes)?(2)????????(formal versus informal 
socialization processes)?(3)???????(sequential versus random 
socialization processes)?(4)???????(fixed versus variable 
socialization processes)?(5)???????( erial versus disjunctive 
socialization processes) ? (6)? ? ? ? ? ? ? (investiture versus 
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